Hi – I’m Theo, a first year PPEist, and I would like to be your JCR treasurer next year. Sadly, there’s no magic money tree here at Anne’s, so a lot of thought has to go into how the JCR spends its budget. This process should be as inclusive and transparent as possible, to help people make the most of their time here.

As treasurer, I would aim to:

$ Involve as many people as possible in conversations about how to spend the JCR budget
$ Keep people up to date with information about opportunities and the current state of the JCR accounts
$ Avoid being the next “Spreadsheet Phil”, and hopefully make finance sound interesting!
$ Be honest and realistic about what is possible
$ Ensure that important JCR functions are still met (welfare, pizza at meetings, top notch bops etc.)
$ Make the way the JCR manages its money is as ethical as possible (e.g. by using banks such as Triodos)

I believe I would make a good treasurer, as I have experience in both adding and subtracting, plus my personal budget management is yet to end in disaster. In all seriousness, I believe I have the right skills for the role, and a desire to use them!